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Designed to compliment and in some ways, provide a more orthodox alternative to 
the existing Santee class, the Casablanca class provided Starfighter Command with an 
excellent light carrier at the expense of comparatively little effort – expanding the 
command’s reach and helping to keep it modernized while heavy/fleet carrier classes 
were designed, constructed and deployed. 
 

The revolution in starship design and construction brought about by the advent of 
Linear Warp technology saw Starfleet scramble to update and otherwise modernize its 
forces in order to maintain tactical and technological superiority over its principal 
adversaries of the day (namely the Klingon Defense Force and Imperial Romulan Navy).  
The trend of increasing militarization (a not so surprising one in the eyes of many defense 
analysts) that came along with this greatly benefitted Starfighter Command as well 

 
The command, whose assets were instrumental in the Earth-Romulan War, Four Years 

War and other conflicts large and small since then, had acquired something of a 
reputation that became fiercely protected, even as many throughout the Admiralty 
remained unconvinced that starfighters had viable tactical utility.   

 
The particularly grievous losses suffered by Starfleet during the Kzinti Incursion in 2272 

were made even more damning by the Cammel IV revelations the following year and 
caused an uproar strong enough for the Federation Council to seriously curtail starship 
production.  In order to prevent that from affecting Starfighter Command and its 
modernization plans, those plans had to be altered and in some cases, accelerated.  With 
Casablanca, it was a little bit of both. 

 
  The Santee class, a veteran of the Four Years War, had initially been thought too 

unorthodox a design to maintain in frontline service for a prolonged period.  However in  

 
 
2272, surviving vessels underwent a mild refit primarily to accommodate fighters of the new 
Class V family in a training role, but also due to the fact the Command had no surviving 
carriers besides these and the few examples of the larger Yorktown class. 
 
 Starfighter Command found its solution – a politically correct one to boot – in the 
Enterprise class Heavy Cruiser.  The now-legendary class boasted advanced propulsion 
and weapon systems as well as a scientific suite that rivaled many others and was the basis 
for the more exploratory-oriented Tikopai sub-class.  The success of the class namesake (CH 
1701) during the “V’Ger” crisis of 2271 appeased the Command’s critics as well as the 
Federation Council’s pacifist bloc.   
 
 The only external attribute that helped differentiate Enterprise and Casablanca was 
at the aft end of Casablanca’s secondary hull.  Whereas on Enterprise, the cigar-shaped 
hull section gently curved up about two-thirds of the way back, Casablanca’s continued 
straight and flat.  This created a longer, slightly blockier appearance, but also created 
enough habitable volume for a second hangar bay to be installed below the existing one 
in an over/under arrangement similar to Santee. 
 
 Internally was where many of the substantive changes were made.  The warp 
reactor core and its associated systems kept their places in the secondary hull and was the 
factor that drove an extensive interior redesign of both hull sections.  The ship, not intended 
to undertake any serious exploratory or scientific endeavors, required a vastly reduced 
crew compliment, being rated for a 175 officers and crewman vs 400 for Enterprise.   
 
 This in turn, freed up a great deal of space in the saucer, which is where designers 
and engineers chose to move the cargo storage and handling facilities.  The space that 
they once occupied in the secondary hull was given over to expanded small craft storage 



and maintenance as well as barracks-style accommodations for the pilots and flight crews.  
The extra space allowed these carriers to embark a full group of fighters or other craft (36, 
or 3 Squadrons) compared to Santee’s single squadron (12). 
 
 These changes aside, a more elaborate sensor suite and additional communications 
equipment to allow Casablanca a measure of command-and-control ability over its 
embarked craft, were the principal differences between it and Enterprise. 
 
 To avoid drawing unwanted – and unneeded – criticism, no changes were made to 
the armament.  As with Enterprise, Casblanca maintained 6 Type VII Phaser Banks in the 
primary hull, another 6 separate Type VII Emitters in the secondary hull and 2 forward firing 
Photon Torpedo launchers. 
 
 The political firestorm following the Cammel IV revelations pushed the start of 
construction back to 2275, but compared to a new-build class, the changes made to the 
Enterprise design were relatively minor, with 8 of these ships completed and in service by 
2283—Casablanca (CVL 1880), Drake (CVL 1881), Long Island (CVL 1882), Normandy (CVL 
1883), Layfayette (CVL 1884), Brandenburg (CVL 1885), Gambier Bay (CVL 1886) and 
Arbiter (CVL 1887).  With the Yorktown II class having entered service in 2281, the design 
process well underway on the Curry class and preliminary planning having begun on the 
Midway class, production was therefore halted with the completion of Arbiter. 
 
 Despite the limited production run, the class went on to serve admirably—all 8 ships 
deployed along the Klingon Neutral Zone in response to the destruction of the USS Kongo 
(CH 1710) and the sustained KDF action against Federation merchant shipping along the 
border (the ‘Taal Tan Offensive’).  Favored targets for the commanders of these carriers—
and the pilots stationed aboard—were the KDF’s D-18 series destroyers, the most oft-
encountered ship class along the border during that tumultuous period. 
 
 In mid 2284, Starfleet finally got revenge for the infamous ‘Kargon Incident’, when the 
Gambier Bay and Brandenburg along with the Lexington (CH 1703) located and 
intercepted the D-18B class IKS Marauder—command ship of Captain Kresz sutai-Kargon. 
 
 Kargon, mastermind of the attack that destroyed the Kongo and also heavily 
involved in the planning behind the Taal Tan Offensive, was quite well known to Starfleet 
Intelligence.  Born into a noble house that fell from favor in the late 2250’s, shrewd political 
maneuvering saw to his acceptance into the elite Imperial Military Academy.  The majority 
of his career in the Defense Force was characterized by his sharp brutality—harsh by even 
Klingon standards.  Despite his remarkably analytical mind that helped form him into a 
keen strategist, Kargon nevertheless found himself consigned to service along the border 
for the bulk of his career—something which fueled his resentment of the High Command, 
which in turn, only increased his notorious brutality. 
 
 For almost a full month, destroyers, frigates and monitoring stations along the Neutral 
Zone had tracked the Marauder, analyzed its movements and relayed the data back to 
Starfleet Command.  Despite his strategic acumen, Kargon’s innate bitterness also made 
him careless, which in turn gave rise to the predictability that would prove to be his 
downfall.   
 

 Lexington was quietly dispatched to the Neutral Zone and met by both Gambier Bay 
and Brandenburg upon her arrival—both carriers’ fighter loadouts consisting predominantly 
of the heavy Yellowjacket class Assault Fighter.  Using a large merchant convoy as lucrative 
bait, the Marauder breached the Neutral Zone along with 3 D-11/B’Rel class Birds-of-Prey as 
escort.  As Lexington monitored the situation, recording the interception of the convoy by 
Kargon’s force, Gambier Bay and Brandenburg rapidly launched their fighters—sending 
them into the Neutral Zone.  Quickly dispersing from a massed-wave formation, the fighters 
surrounded the 3 Birds-of-Prey as the three Federation starships entered the Neutral Zone 
and launched a furious-assault on the Marauder. 
 
 Gambier Bay and Brandenburg bracketed the Klingon destroyer from port and 
starboard respectively, disabling her engines and other secondary systems while the 
Lexington closed to point blank range and pounded the ship with salvo after salvo of 
Photon Torpedoes.  With the fighter force providing a successful screen, the Lexington and 
her carrier escorts successfully destroyed the Marauder and brought an end to Kargon’s 
reign of destruction. 
 
 This added an air of distinction to Casablanca’s service history, all 8 ships continuing 
to serve in the patrol, transport, interdiction and convoy escort roles until their retirement 
from service in 2307.



  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Enterprise class (top), compared with Casablanca (bottom)

Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 
 

Casablanca 
Light Carrier 
 
2275-2307 
0 
 
305m 
140m 
85m 
24 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

657,900 metric tons 
 
175 

Armament 
 
 
 
Defense 
Systems 

6 Type VII Phaser Banks 
6 Type VII Phaser Emitters 
2 2nd Class Photon Torpedo Launchers 
 
Standard Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 702,000 TerraJoules 
 
Standard Duranium Double Hull 





Editor’s Annotations 
 
Taking my inspiration from the Casablanca Escort Carrier (CVE 55) in service to the United States Navy during World War II, my intention here was to give Starfighter Command a viable 
Light Carrier, maintaining its capability into the Linear Warp era until the advent of more numerous types (such as the aforementioned Yorktown II, Curry and Midway). 
 
The rather interesting backstory I developed stems from the fact that there was no TMP era refit/conversion done for the Santee or Independence classes which I’ve featured.  The time 
period in which I was writing coupled with the astro-political events that took place helped somewhat, to shape the political dimension that drove much of the first page. 
 
As far as the design goes, I much prefer this (Neale Davidson’s Long Island) to the various TMP Through-Deck designs (Oriskany et al.) and others that exist—simple, sleek, powerful and 
capable while not outlandish or too unconventional to be accepted (Arial anyone??). 
 
As far as Starfleet’s follow-up to the ‘Kargon Incident’ goes, that was of my own creation.  It becomes difficult to write for TMP designs, combat-oriented or not, unless you can frame 
them in the context of astro-political or otherwise notable events.  With the era itself pretty well defined by movies, novels and reference material, there would seem to be much to work 
with, but looking deeper, there’s little aside from the hostilities with the Kzinti (pretty much done after 2274….) and the Federation-Klingon Cold War to go from.  I thought I did pretty well 
here though.
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